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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new genetic algorithm (GA) for
solving job shop scheduling (JSS) problem, in which a twodimensional chromosome is used to represent individuals.
Classical JSS problem is formulated in a more realistic and
general way in which the expected arrival time for each job and
machine availability for each machine are also taken into
account. This formulation also allows solving special cases of
returning tasks, in which a job can have more than one task
allocated for a specific machine. Through a case study, the
performance of the developed GA in solving generalised classic
JSS problem is evaluated and presented.

beginning of the process. A DJSS changes the processing
schedule as new information become available or new jobs are
added to the process.
Solutions to a JSS optimisation problem, irrespective of the
type of the problem, are evaluated with respect to a series of
criteria. The most common assessment criterion is the overall
processing time (makespan).
A JSS problem includes a number of jobs, each made of a
number of tasks that need to be processed following a
predefined precedence order. There are some essential
assumptions in defining a CJSS problem:
 More than on task cannot be processed on the same
machine at the same time
 Each task has a fix processing time on its
corresponding machine
 A process cannot be interrupted before completion.

INTRODUCTION
Job shop scheduling (JSS) problem is a class of
optimisation problem with wide range of application in
manufacturing. Along with advances in manufacturing and
automation, JSS has received significant attention from
research community during the past three decades (e.g. see [1]
through [22]).
JSS problem can be classified as classical and flexible. In
classical JSS (CJSS) problems, machines required to deliver all
tasks are of different types. For a total number of N t tasks to

A CJSS problem as defined above can be used to model a
vast number of real-life applications. However, referring to the
literature, one notices that many reported formulations apply
some simple and unnecessary constraints to the CJSS problem.
These constraint as detailed in the next section, make the CJSS
problem less realistic with less practical use. The aim of this
paper is to reformulate a CJSS as realistic as possible and
develop a genetic algorithm for solving CJSS.

be delivered, there are N m machines of N m different types. In
other words, tasks are assigned to specific machines. In flexible
JSS (FJSS), there are N m identical machines and all N t tasks
can be processed on any of the available machines.
JSS can be also classified into static (SJSS) and dynamic
(DJSS) in terms of the available information prior to
commencing solving the problem. In SJSS all jobs are known
and are fixed during the process time. In DJSS, some jobs or
some information about some jobs is not available at the

CLASSICAL JSS: MORE REALISTIC FORMULATION
Taking the overall makespan as the objective of
optimisation, the CJSS single objective optimisation problem is
normally formulated as:







min makespan  max C nt , j , j , j  1,2,.....,N j
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subject to:







S i 1, j  Ci, j  S i, j  Ti, j , i  1,2,...,nt , j , j  1,2,.....,N j

more deviated from realistic cases. These constraints are as
follow:



M i, j  M k ,l , i  k ,

(2)

M i, j  M k ,l  S i, j  S k ,l  Tk ,l  S k ,l  S i, j  Ti, j ,





i  1,2,...,nt , j , k  1,2,...,nt ,l 

(3)

tasks on job j and C nt , j , j is the completion time of the last task
of job j .
Constraint (2) guarantees the precedence of tasks on each
job and that a process cannot be interrupted before completion.
Constraint (3) denotes that two tasks are not processed on the
same machine at the same time. If two tasks are assigned to the
same machine, the start time of one should be after the
completion time of the other.
Besides the essential constraints above, there are some
constraints, which are not explicitly mentioned in the
formulation but are implied in most of CJSS case studies and
benchmark problems reported in the literature. These
constraints reduce the potentials of formulated CJSS in solving
real-life problem. These constraints are as follows:

(7)





(8)






(4)

the availability of machines can be limited (for example for
repair or engagement in other sets of jobs),
the number of tasks on different jobs can be different,
different jobs can use different number of machines,
each job can have more than one task on one machine (for
example in case of the manufacturing of crankshaft, in
which the work peace needs to visit the CNC machine
twice at different stages before and after heat treatment).

In this formulation, Constraints (4) and (5) are modified
and Constraints (6) to (8) are removed. The optimisation
problem is transformed to:

Constraint (4) implies that all jobs (the first task of each job)
can be started at time t  0 . In real-life practice, this is not
always the case. In many manufacturing lines, jobs become
ready to start at different times, depending on their arrival time
from other parts of the production line. This also implies that,
if the availability of machines allows, there is always enough
workforce for setting up the first task of all jobs simultaneously.
This is not the case for many workshops and manufacturing
lines. The second implicit constraint is given by

MAm  0,  , m  1,2,...,N m 



deliver job j . Constraints (6) through (8), respectively, denote
that no two tasks from the same job are assigned to the same
machine, that the number of machines required for each job is
the same and that all machines are used for all jobs. None of
these constraints is affiliated to most of real life CJSS
problems.
The proposed formulation of CJSS problem is more
general and allows us to solve more realistic cases. In the new
formulation:
 each job j has an arrival time JA j ,

is the machine associated to task t i , j , nt , j is the number of





where, n m, j stands for the number of machines needed to

start time, process time and completion time of task t i , j , M i , j



nm, j  const , j  1,2,.....,N j , and

nt , j  const , j  1,2,.....,N j

where, N j is the number of jobs, S i , j , Ti , j and C i , j are the

S1, j  0 , j  1,2,.....,N j

(6)







min makespan  max C nt , j , j , j  1,2,.....,N j



(1-repeat)

subject to:







S i 1, j  Ci, j  S i, j  Ti, j , i  1,2,...,nt , j , j  1,2,.....,N j



(2-repeat)

(5)

M i, j  M k ,l  S i, j  S k ,l  Tk ,l  S k ,l  S i, j  Ti, j ,



where, MAm stands for the availability period of machine m ,



i  1,2,...,nt , j , k  1,2,...,nt ,l 

N m is the number of machines required to deliver all jobs.
Constraint (5) implies that the availability of all machines is not
limited by any other constraints. Implementing this constraint
leads to exclusion of some realistic cases, such as unavailability
of machine due to repair, from the formulation.
In addition to the implicit constraints (4) and (5), the form
of CJSS benchmark problems in the literature imposes three
additional constraints, making these benchmark problems even



S1, j  JA j , j  1,2,.....,N j



MAm  0,  , m  1,2,...,N m 
in which, JA j is the arrival time of job j .
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(3-repeat)
(9)
(10)
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chromosome is a matrix of size N M  nt ,m,max , where nt ,m,max
is the maximum number of tasks on each machine given by
Equation 11. It should be noted that in generalised CJSS
formulation, the number of tasks to be delivered by different
machines nt ,m can be different.

Figure 1 shows how a typical CJSS problem can be defined
according to formulation above (coded in MATLAB).
Parameter job( j ).task is a vector of length nt , j containing task
names (or numbers) in job j with the right precedence;
job( j ).machine and job( j ).time are also vectors of length

nt , j containing the name (or number) of machines associated to

nt ,m,max  maxnt ,m , m 1,2,...,N m 

the tasks in job( j ).task and the processing time for each task.

machine _ av is a matrix of size 2  N m containing the
availability intervals for each machine. As it can be observed
from this example, the seven jobs on this problem contain
different number of tasks. Jobs 1 and 7 have arrival time of
t  50 units, while the other jobs can be started at time t  0 .
In case of job 1, it can be seen that both tasks 4 and 1 are
processed on the same machine (machine 1). That is, the
number of tasks on this job (4) is different from the number of
required machines (3). Machines 3, 4, 5 and 6 have limited
availability.

(11)

Each row of this matrix presents the set of tasks which are
allocated for the associated machine to that row. Figure 2 shows
a typical chromosome for the problem of Figure 1. In this
chromosome each gene refers to a task number (or name).
Genes with values 0 are blank tasks. Figure A1 of the appendix
shows the Gantt chart for this solution.

Machine 1
Machine 2
Machine 3
Machine 4
Machine 5
Machine 6
Machine 7
Machine 9

job(1).task=[4,9,1,6];
job(1).machine=[1,2,1,4];
job(1).time=[20,28,18,13];
job(1).arrival_time=[50];
job(2).task=[2,5,7];
job(2).machine=[2,5,3];
job(2).time=[16,17,15];
job(2).arrival_time=[0];
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FIGURE 2-A TYPICAL CHROMOSOME

job(3).task=[3,8,10,100];
job(3).machine=[4,1,3,5];
job(3).time=[14,22,24,26];
job(3).arrival_time=[0];

In the proposed GA a geometric crossover is used. A
randomly located horizontal cut line splits the parent
chromosomes into upper and lower parts. Two children are
made as the result of each crossover by swapping the upper and
lower parts. Mutation operator is applied to a single machine by
reordering tasks on that machine. In a randomly selected row
(machine), two randomly selected genes (tasks) are swapped
resulting to reordering tasks on that machine.

job(4).task=[103,108,110,111,112];
job(4).machine=[1,7,3,5,4];
job(4).time=[35,30,25,30,15];
job(4).arrival_time=[0];
job(5).task=[203,208,210,211,212];
job(5).machine=[1,9,3,5,4];
job(5).time=[15,10,15,20,15];
job(5).arrival_time=[0];

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of the developed GA, it was
used to optimise the makespan for a series of benchmark
problems with known optimum solutions, including LA01
through LA10, LA15, LA 20, LA 25, LA30, LA35 and LA40.
In all cases the developed GA was able to find the optimum
solution in all its runs. Figure A2 shows the Gantt charts for
jobs and machines of the benchmark LA05, as if there was no
precedence constraints. In other words, these charts can be used
to identify the shortest possible makespan as if there was no
constraint on the task precedence. For this benchmark problem,
the minimum (ideal) machine completion times are,
respectively, 463, 532, 391, 304 and 593 units leading to an
ideal total makespan of 593 units. Figure A3 shows the
optimum solution found by the present GA for this problem
with optimum machine completion times of 567, 532, 460, 589
and 593, making an optimum makespan of 593 units.

job(6).task=[22,25,27];
job(6).machine=[2,5,3];
job(6).time=[16,17,15];
job(6).arrival_time=[0];
job(7).task=[301,302,404,304,305,311,307,288,309,310];
job(7).machine=[7,9,3,5,4,2,9,5,6,7];
job(7).time=[15,10,15,20,15,20,20,20,25,25];
job(7).arrival_time=[50];
machine_av =[0 , 0 , 10, 20, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0;
Inf,Inf,300,250,400,Inf,Inf,Inf,Inf,Inf];

FIGURE 1-A TYPICAL REALISTIC CJSS PROBLEM
GENETIC ALGORITHM
The GA developed for this problem is different from
traditional GA in terms of chromosome definition. The
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The developed GA was also used to solve the problem of
Figure 1. The Gantt charts of unconstraint solution are shown in
Figure A4. The unconstrained completion times for jobs 1 to 7,
respectively, are 129, 48, 86, 135, 75, 48 and 235.unts The
unconstrained completion times for machines 1 to 7 and 9
are110, 80, 119, 92, 150, 30, 70 and 40 units respectively. The
optimum solution is shown in the Gantt charts of Figure A5.
The optimum completion times for jobs are 214, 65, 146, 244,
229, 48 and 245 units respectively. The optimum completion
times for machines are 201, 183, 144, 244, 225, 220, 245 and
175 units.
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CONCLUSION
The developed GA is capable of solving more realistic
cases of CJSS problems with returning tasks, machine
availability limitation and job arrival time as well as the
benchmark problems available in the literature. The new 2D
chromosome presentation allows defining constraints and
assessment criteria on machines as well as jobs.
NOMENCLATURE
C
Completion time
JA
Job arrival time
M
Machine
MA
Machine available time
N
Number
n
Number
S
Start time
T
Process time
t
Task
Subscript
j
Job
m
machine
t
task
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APPENDIX A

FIGURE A1-MACHINE GANTT CHART FOR CHROMOSOME OF FIGURE 2

FIGURE A2-IDEAL JOB (TOP) AND MACHINE (BOTTOM) GANTT CHARTS AS THERE IS NO PRECEDENCE
CONSTRAINTS FOR BENCHMARK PROBLEM LA05

FIGURE A3-OPTIMUM MACHINE GANTT CHART FOR BENCHMARK PROBLEM LA05
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FIGURE A4-IDEAL JOB (TOP) AND MACHINE (BOTTOM) GANTT CHARTS AS THERE IS NO PRECEDENCE
CONSTRAINTS FOR CJSS PROBLEM of FIGURE 1

FIGURE A5-OPTIMUM MACHINE GANTT CHART FOR CJSS PROBLEM of FIGURE 1
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